....Space Disputes

Extraterrestrial litigation: What every
space operator should know about
potential disputes
With growing numbers of satellite operators
working with shrinking spectrum allocations,
disputes between entities are becoming
increasingly commonplace. Preparations must
be made to mitigate risk as and when disputes
arise.
Gunjan Sharma, Counsel, Volterra Fietta
Today, and unfortunately, every space operator must
prepare for the risk of a major dispute, even a bet-thecompany dispute. This includes satellite spectrum lessors,
satellite launchers and satellite operators and owners, among
others. In considering the risk of a space dispute, space
operators should keep in mind:
(a) The legal scope of their right to operate their business;
(b) The protections often given to foreign investments by
international treaties;
(c) Establishing pre-litigation and evidence-gathering
processes early;
(d) Assessing potential damages early; and
(e) The unique characteristics of public international law
applicable to space disputes.
The increasing importance of planning for space disputes
Disputes about space operations are increasing. The last
decade has seen many mega-sized space disputes. This
includes the Eutelsat-SES arbitration; the April 2021 decision
of the Court of Justice of the European Union on the European
Aviation Network; the more-than-a-billion-dollar claims
against the Republic of India and Antrix Corporation brought
by Devas Private Multimedia Private Ltd. and its shareholders;
the payment of US$9.7 billion to vacate space operators from
C-band spectrum in the United States; and Eutelsat’s claims
against Mexico arising from frequency reservations for
government use. Potential space disputes, such as between
SpaceX and Amazon, are often front-page news.
The current proliferation in space disputes is intimately
linked to at least two related circumstances. First, space and
terrestrial operators are now more often competitors with each
other. Technology has made it possible for space systems to
operate virtually seamlessly with terrestrial networks, allowing
for hybrid telecommunications systems. At the same time,
terrestrial operators are hankering for traditional space
spectrum bands like the C-band and S-band. Second, new
space companies are clamoring for orbits and spectrum for
planned operations, especially low Earth, and medium Earth
orbits (LEO and MEO). But the increase in traffic is bound to
cause these companies to step on each other’s toes.
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Given the foregoing, all space operators should be
prepared for a dispute, no matter how undesirable such a
dispute may be.
Do you have the right to operate or just an expectation?
A space operator should know and assess the scope of its
legal right to operate.
In virtually every major space dispute, a key issue is
whether the space operator has an accrued right to operate
its business or, conversely, only a reasonable expectation
that it will do so in the future. Speaking in the most general
terms, accrued rights tend to be better protected by law than
reasonable expectations. However, reasonable expectations
are also often protected by law.
A right or expectation to operate in space emerges from
the interaction of a series of regulatory and contractual
instruments. Commonly, these are:
(a) International coordination of frequency use or orbital slot
at the level of the International Telecommunication Union;
(b) Grant or license of spectrum and/or slot by a national
government; and
(c) Contractual rights to final use of the space capacity by
means, inter alia, of a spectrum lease or title to an asset
in orbit. A space operator should consider all of these
and other relevant instruments in assessing the scope of
its rights.
Moreover, different governing laws will or will not presume
that an established right to operate for a specific term will be
extended in the future. For example, some governing laws
will presume that a spectrum lease will be renewed, if a legal
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claim arises. Others might limit claims to the period of the
current lease. Space operators should know whether their
rights are potentially limited by such principles of applicable
law.
Have you protected your investment through
international law?
A space operator and/or its shareholders should know
whether the operator’s business is protected by the terms of
international treaties called bilateral investment treaties
(BITs).
BITs guarantee certain vital international legal protections
to foreign investors making an investment in a host country
(such as full compensation if there is a nationalization). These
protections are often also extended to foreign shareholders
in a company operating in the host country. There are
thousands of such treaties in the world, protecting investors
in various different ways.
In addition to substantive legal protections, BITs often
give investors the right to sue host countries for breaches of
their international law protections in international arbitration.
For instance, the shareholders in the satellite company Devas
used two BITs to obtain awards of hundreds of millions of
dollars in their favour from India following the annulment of a
satellite contract. Similarly, Eutelsat has relied on such a treaty
to raise claims against Mexico.
BITs do not protect all foreign investors nor all forms of
investment. It is not enough to identify, only, that a treaty exists
between the space operator’s home country and the host
country. The treaty’s particular terms are key. Space operators
can also often, and quite appropriately, gain access to the

protection of a BIT by structuring an investment in particular
ways.
Experienced counsel will be able to help a space operator,
or its shareholders understand their potential rights under
BITs.
Are you prepared to collect evidence and find an amicable
solution?
Space operators should prepare for potential litigation by
establishing, today, the internal procedures they will deploy
if a potential dispute emerges later.
To start, judges and arbitrators like to see that a party
has engaged in good faith, pre-litigation negotiations. Such
good faith is shown, inter alia, by seeking technical solutions
to problems and, where and as necessary, invoking national
regulators and the ITU to resolve a problem. Space operators
should be prepared to take these pre-litigation steps, where
feasible.
In addition, a space operator should set out established
plans and procedures to collect evidence for use in disputes,
even before a potential dispute is foreseen.
In space disputes, the fundamental principle in evidence
collection and presentation can be summed up as follows:
Engineers make bad lawyers; and lawyers make bad
engineers.
First, engineers make bad lawyers. Left to their own
devices, some engineers will gather just enough evidence to
convince themselves of the rightness of their employer’s
position. But the evidence they gather may be insufficient to
support a case before a court or tribunal.
Second, lawyers make bad engineers. Judges and
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“In space disputes, the fundamental principle in
evidence collection and presentation can be
summed up as follows: Engineers make bad
lawyers; and lawyers make bad engineers.”
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arbitrators need to be guided to understand the technological
bases for a space dispute. Hiring experienced space counsel
early, especially counsel with connections to top-class space
engineering experts, goes a long way to ensuring a space
operator’s case is presented accurately, cogently, and
concisely.
Finally, a word might be said about the strategy colloquially
called ‘name and shame.’ This strategy is advocated by some
in some space circles. It suggests that a space operator
should try to resolve a dispute by publicly protesting another
entity’s alleged actions in the media. However, litigating by
press release is often not a good idea. Advice should be
taken before engaging in this tactic. Many legal systems have
their own term for ‘naming and shaming,’ especially falsely or
without sufficient evidence. That term is defamation.
Are you able to establish your damages?
A prudent space operator will assess potential damages at
the earliest stages of a dispute.
The assessment of damages is always a highly factspecific and context-specific enterprise. The potential scope
of damages depends on circumstances of the dispute, the
governing law, the forum for the dispute and the space
operator’s rights and reasonable expectations.
In the author’s experience, there are four possible
measures of damages for complete loss of a space business.
These are, in order of ascending value (generally speaking):
(a) Sunk costs, i.e., prior expenditures made towards the
business (a measure of damages that does not provide
remedy for risk);
(b) Planned value, i.e., the value of the business as it
operated or was planned to operate;
(c) Permitted value, i.e., the value of the business if the space

operator used its legal rights and regulatory
authorizations to the greatest extent possible; and
(d) Optimal value, i.e., the value of the business based on
the optimal use of the spectrum and/or orbital slot using
the latest and best relevant technology. A space operator
should carefully consider what evidence it might require
establishing its entitlement to any of these measures of
damages.
Do you understand public international law?
Most space disputes will involve concepts from a lesserknown field of law, called public international law. Public
international law is the law governing relations between
countries and international organizations; it is important for
space disputes because the use of space is regulated at the
international level by the ITU’s Radio Regulations and various
other treaties.
The ITU’s processes can only be understood in terms of
public international law. For instance, the Radio Regulation
Board’s power to issue ‘recommendations’ is a reference to
a term of art established by public international law. So, too,
is the common refrain that Radio Regulations breaches do
not necessarily lead to damages but to the right to reciprocal
breach of the Radio Regulations by an innocent State. That
is the public international law concept of countermeasures
as remedy for treaty breach. Counsel experienced in public
international law is vital to address the interaction of these
concepts with the other legal aspects of a space dispute.
Conclusion: Plan early to mitigate risk
Ideally, space operators will resolve potential disputes before
litigation. Nonetheless, planning early can greatly increase a
space operator’s chances of success if a dispute,
unfortunately, arises.
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